
CFS Academic Literacy Benchmarks

PRE-K

Child Name:________________________________

Year:______________

Benchmarks: What we want the child to be able to do Indicators: Behavior we might see

1. Literacy Oct. Feb. May

1.1 Early Reading and Book Appreciation

a. Demonstrate interest in books and reading

E = Interested in part of book with wandering attention. D=Maintains 

attention for most books, experiments with describing plot. P=Body language 

indicates interest and can explain plot and moral, with mistakes.

b. Demonstrate an understanding that letters make up words, 

words make up sentences, and sentences make up stories. 

E=Enjoys and focuses on only the pictures of a book. D=Begins to recognize 

differences in letters and words. Begins to identify the difference b/w words 

and pictures.  P=Can infer meanings from context in pictures. Shows 

understanding that text is read from left to right, top to bottom.

c. Identify letters and recite alphabet

E=Familiar with alphabet song, uses unique pronunciations. May know 

letters of his/her name. D=Sings the alphabet song while pointing to each 

letter, with errors. Can identify most letters. P=Recognizes all capital letters 

and some lower case letters, can recite A-Z, with or without errors. May 

identify letters in other words and in environmental text.

1.2 Phonological Awareness

a. Identify which letter makes which sounds

E=Experiments with learning new combinations of letter sounds. D=Can 

identify and/or sound out common and familiar letters. P=Can match most or 

all letters to their sound.

b. Demonstrate increased awareness of beginning/ending 

sounds of words and rhyming

E=Recognizes that some words and letters sound similar. D= Identify that 

/M/om and /M/oon sound similar. P=Identifies that Duck and Luck start with 

different letters, but end with same sound and rhyme. Develops own rhymes 

with a variety of words.

c. Hear and separate words into syllables

E=Attempts to follow adult's clapping pattern. D=Independently claps 

syllables of own name. P=Can clap syllables of common words, with or 

without assistance.

Exploring - Child rarely or only occasionally engages in activity or engages with inconsistent results

Developing - Child consistently engages in activity with inconsistent success

Proficient - Child consistently engages in activity with consistent success

Progress Categories:

Progress
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1.3 Writing

a. Demonstrate an interest in using writing for a purpose

E=Sometimes assigns meaning to doodles and scribbles. D=Asks teacher to 

label drawing. P=Writes note to loved one, often with errors.

b. Write letters or letter-like shapes

E=Unidentifiable scribbling. D=Can write 1st name and a few other 

identifiable letters. P=Can accurately write most letters and full name, with 

errors.

c. Make up stories

E=Enjoys developing a story with an adult. D=Begins to independently 

construct story, may be nonsensical. P=Tells a simple story that mostly makes 

sense.

2. Communication

2.1. Listening and Understanding

a. Follow multi-step directions.

E=Can sometimes follow 2 step directions. D=Can follow 3 step directions. 

P=Can follow 4 or greater step directions.

b. Demonstrate back-and-forth conversation skills

E=Tends to wander between topics. Learning that conversation requires turn 

taking. D=Can talk about 1 topic for more than 2 turns. P=Can maintain a 

topic for more than 5 turns.

2.2 Expressive Communication

a. Demonstrate correct grammar more consistently

E=3-4 word utterances w/ missing key elements ("I want book now").  

D=Begins to understand grammatical rules, past tense and contractions; still 

mixes up word order (i.e. "Why Bob isn't here?). P=Begins self-correcting and 

correctly uses most verbs and plurals.

b. Use words to express feelings or get needs met

E=Uses a few words, as well as physical expression for all or most needs. 

D=Initially uses words, then moves to physical expression. P=Uses mostly 

words most of the time, even during times of frustration.

c. Demonstrate ability to adjust intonation and volume of 

speech for a variety of settings

E=Learning the importance of controlling voice tone/volume. D=Controls 

voice except during heightened emotion. P=Usually controls voice even 

during heightened emotion.

Comments:

Comments:
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3. Mathematics

3.1 Number Sense and Operations

a. Count objects demonstrating one-to-one correspondence 

and meaning

E=Can correctly count 2-3 identical objects. D=Counts identical objects up to 

4 with less skip or double counting. P= Can count out a collection of 5-20 

items, with errors.

b. Set up simple addition and subtraction problems

E=Can recognize how many objects should be present when one is added or 

taken away from small collection. D=Can solve word problems using objects, 

with sums up to 5. P=Can solve world problems using counting-based 

strategies; begins adding small numbers in head.

3.2 Algebraic Thinking

a. Make simple comparisons

E=Classifies objects in simple manners (i.e. toys that roll vs. toys that don't). 

D=Classifies objects using one characteristic at a time (size, color, shape). 

P=Compares objects using more than 1 characteristic (i.e. color and size).

b. Reproduce simple patterns of concrete objects and predict 

what comes next

E=Notices patterns in things seen/heard. D=Copy simple repeating patterns 

(i.e. ABB ABB). P=Recognizes core unit and uses core to replicate pattern.

c. Recognize time as a sequences of events that relate to 

routines of daily life

E=Time remains abstract. May experiment with using time words ("I had my 

birthday tomorrow"). D=Understand concepts of before and after. P=Defines 

time by recognizable events/symbols and begins to understand that certain 

events occur at a defined time each day.

3.3 Spatial Reasoning

a. Recognize, describe, and create two and three dimensional 

shapes and name common characteristics

E=Can match simple shapes. D= Can recognize and create simple shapes, 

with mistakes. P=Can recognize, name, and create simple shapes in various 

orientation and sizes.

b. Demonstrate an understanding of size and shape 

relationships

E=Begins to match shapes based on size and orientation (i.e. gains ability in 

putting together a 3 piece puzzle).D=Can complete 8-10 piece puzzles and 

begins using more than one shape in drawings. P=Can complete puzzles with 

up to 15 pieces and uses multiple shapes in the same drawing.
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4. Science

4.1 Scientific Method

a. Explores the features of things, using all senses

E=Shows curiosity about unfamiliar objects and gathers info. using 5 senses. 

D=Uses exploration and "trial and error" as primary method of learning. 

P=Uses 5 senses and exploration to answer questions such as how, why, 

what if.

b. Participates in simple teacher-initiated investigations to test 

observations, collect data, discuss and draw conclusions, and 

form generalizations

E=Observes the world around him/her.  D=Uses simple representational 

drawings as data collection. P=Begins to compare data from multiple 

sources, notices form and function relationships.

c. Formulate answers to own questions using the scientific 

method

E=Makes simple statement about what he/she experiences. D=Uses past 

experiences to form hypotheses. P=Forms hypotheses, discusses reasoning, 

and adjusts thinking accordingly.

4.2 Life Science

a. Engage with plants and animals in respectful way, without 

adult prompting.

E=Engages respectfully with adult reminders. D=Often engages respectfully, 

sometimes needs adult prompting. P=Usually treats plants and animals with 

respect and rarely needs reminders.

b. Identify basic needs of living things and describe relationship 

with their habitat.

E=May know that pets and plants need food/water. D=Is aware that living 

things have needs. Begins to understand that certain living things can be 

found in similar environments. P=Can list basic needs of plants and animals 

and makes predictions about interplay with habitat.

 4.3 Physical Science

a. Explore cause and effect

E=Notices that cause-effect occurs. D=Begins to experiment with cause and 

effect (i.e. adding water to change mud's consistency). P=Can generalize 

observations to other cause-effect relationships.

b. Explore and describe properties and characteristics of 

objects/materials  and how they can be changed.

E=Notices physical properties while exploring immediate environment (heavy 

vs. light, etc.). D=Experiments with different ways to get physical properties 

to change (i.e. adds rocks to make a toy heavier). P=Can explain when, how 

and sometimes why properties can be changed (i.e. balls roll because they're 

round).

Comments:
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4.4 Earth and Space

a. Identify weather, notice changes in weather, and discuss 

their impacts

E=Develops associations with particular weather conditions (i.e. it's hot in 

the sun). D=Associates weather conditions with personal activities; knows 

that weather conditions change. P=Can describe observable effects of 

weather (i.e. the grass is so dry b/c it hasn't rained).

b. Describe the change of seasons

E=Recognizes that weather changes. D=Recognizes that seasons change. 

P=Learning about seasons and how they effect community.

4.5 Technology

a. Identify ways in which technology is a tool

E=Views technology as a toy or not for children. D=Recognizes that adults 

use technology as a tool. Uses technology as a toy. P=Begins to explore ways 

technology can be used beyond entertainment.

b. Use technology as a tool for learning new information

E=Technology is a toy. D=Interested in observing adults using technology for 

learning. P=Demonstrates independence in using technology as learning tool.

5. The Arts  

5.1 Visual Arts

a. Gain control in grasping a crayon, pen, or paint brush to mark 

paper

E=Digital Pronate grip. Scribbles. D=Splayed/4 finger grip. Scribbles take 

shape. P=Static Tripod/Quadrapod grip. Regularly uses representative, 

realistic symbols.

b. Develop increasing ability to use art media and express 

feelings, ideas, concepts, and questions about art.

E=Uses a variety of  tools to create, concentrating on the process rather than 

the product. D=Builds basic art techniques and makes choices based on 

mood (i.e. chooses black when angry). P=Uses sophisticated planning, tools 

and techniques to create art and express thoughts/feelings.

5.2 Music

a. Shows interest in musical instruments

E=Understands that different instruments cause various musical sounds. 

D=Compares/contrasts sounds made by different instruments or different 

actions on instruments. P=Uses instruments to create a rhythm or song.

b. Experiment with musical words, sounds, and elements

E=Enjoys singing aloud and moving body to a tempo. D=Uses music to create 

moods (i.e. beats on drum to cause excitement). P=Performs songs from 

memory and creates new music.

Comments:
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5.3 Drama 

a. Imitate real life experiences in play

E=Extends doll play by using real-life props (i.e. feeds the doll with a spoon). 

D=Recreates home and classroom, using real props. P=Dramatic play 

expresses personal thoughts, ideas, emotions.

b. Engage in cooperative peer play in which there is a shared 

purpose.

E=Engages mostly in solitary play. D=Begins engaging in parallel and/or 

associative play. P=Engages in cooperative play, where children have roles 

and engage in teamwork.

6. Culture

a. Demonstrate respect for similarities and differences

E=Curious about physical characteristics of self and others. D=Can identify 

physical characteristics, sometimes overgeneralizes. Unclear about 

gender/racial constancy. P=Aware of self/group identities and corresponding 

societal messages. Develops gender/racial constancy.

b. Recognize stereotypes that are culturally or linguistically 

unfair, as well as other biased behaviors.

E=Develops awareness that self and others are separate individuals. D=Has 

strong sense of empathy/fairness. P=Can identify stereotypes and 

demonstrates critical thinking skills about hurtful images, comments, and 

behaviors.

c. Demonstrate awareness, knowledge, and appreciation for 

own and others' culture

E=Shows awareness of family's home culture (i.e. talks about dinner routine). 

D=Becomes grounded in family's cultural ways of being (gender norms, 

communication, etc.). Begins to understand that families differ from his/her 

own. P=Explores similarities and differences in own and peers' home 

cultures.

7. Community

a. Demonstrate a beginning awareness of the function of 

money and commerce

E=Imitates the use of money as currency. D=Shows understanding that 

money has value and is needed for commerce. P=Begins to identify different 

currencies and demonstrates understanding of cost (i.e. knows buying an ice 

cream cone is cheaper than a new Lego set).

Comments:

Comments:
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b. Recognize community workers and describe their jobs

E=Recognizes that adults may "go to work." D=Can describe job of favorite 

workers (i.e. sees a fire truck and knows firefighters put out fires). 

E=Understands the many ways jobs help communities (i.e. my mom is a 

doctor and saves lives).

c. Demonstrate community building skills

E=Prefers solitary activities. Prefers to work with an adult while helping out 

in classroom. D=Is cooperative and willing to help, with reminders. 

P=Regularly helps out others and is a cooperative team player.

8. Self-Identity

8.1 Self-Concept and Self-Efficacy

a. Describe personal preferences and interests.

E=Makes choices based on preferences (i.e. I want the purple crayon). 

D=Expresses sense of individuality and personal preferences (i.e. I'm a 

dancer!) P=Expresses self in terms of abilities, characteristics, preferences 

(i.e. I wear my sun hat b/c I don't want a sunburn). 

b. Accept and adjust when things do not go his/her way.

E=Begins regulating emotions with guidance from adult. D=Can regulate 

emotions in difficult situations, may still fall apart under stress. P=Widens 

array of coping strategies for managing intense emotions.

c. Take risks to try new things.

E=Prefers to engage in familiar activities. D=Often tries new things with adult 

or peer encouragement. P=Needs little encouragement to try new things.

d. Exhibit independence.

E=Prefers adult assistance. D=Independently completes self-help skills, may 

demand help. E=Exhibits independence even during challenging tasks, calmly 

asks for help.

8.2 Self-Regulation

a. Recognize own needs and take steps to fulfill them

E=Takes care of basic needs with adult reminders. D=Gains independence 

with self-help skills and begins to recognize emotional needs. E=Independent 

with basic needs and demonstrates problem-solving skills for emotional 

needs.

Comments:
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b. Explore social cause and effect

E=Observes others' reactions, tends to think others always feel the same as 

he/she does. D=Understands that feelings have causes and begins to predict 

other's reactions. P=Understands many causes of feelings and recognizes 

that others may feel differently about the same situation.

c. Show empathy for others when he/she sees the 

consequences of his/her actions

E=Still gaining awareness about others' feelings and the role of personal 

responsibility. D=Shows awareness of others' feeling and can recognize 

personal role, with help. P=Regularly shows empathy for others and 

independently accepts personal accountability.

d. Alter present behavior based on past results (or lack of 

results)

E=Often reacts in the moment. With help, may remember the effects of past 

events. D=Past results influence behavior except during strong emotions. 

P=Consistently alters behavior based on past experiences.

8.3 Emotional Expression  

a. Respond to another's emotional reactions.

E=Begins to recognize that other people have emotional reactions. D=Can 

label feelings based on facial expressions or voice tone, sometimes 

inaccurately. Provides basic help to others. Begins to recognize others may 

have a different point of view. P=Recognizes that others may feel differently 

about the same situation, gains ability to interpret non-verbal cues.

b. Seek adult assistance for help resolving strong emotions.

E=Learning how to think before reacting. D=Sometimes remains calm and 

asks for help, except during strong emotions. P=Usually seeks adult 

assistance before reacting during times of intense emotions.

d. Modify behaviors and emotions based on the environment 

and situation.

E=Begins to modify behavior and emotions with adult help. D=Gains skills in 

appropriately modifying behavior and emotions, except when experiencing 

strong emotions. P=Usually modifies behavior/emotion to fit the situation.

9. Social Interactions

a. Initiate and maintain positive interactions with adults using 

conversation or play

E=Dependent on favored adults for most things. D=Feels safe approaching 

most CFS staff for help or companionship, begins gaining independence. 

P=Exhibits independence, but trusts and enjoys CFS staff.

Comments:
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b. Successfully enters a group and plays cooperatively with 

others

E=Prefer adult assistance during social interactions and while entering a 

group. D=Has ability to interpret wants/needs of others, sometimes ignores 

social cues. Gains skills for entering a group. P=Demonstrates flexibility in 

adapting to a situation. Can successfully join a group of peers.

c. Use problem-solving strategies when conflicts arise with 

peers

E=With much adult support, begins to develop strategies for conflict 

resolution. D=Accepts compromise if suggested by adult, learns simple 

strategies that do not involve aggression. P=Independently suggests solutions 

and continues to build repetoire of conflict resolution skills.

9.2 Awareness of Rules

a. Understand the reason for rules and anticipate potential 

consequences of disregarding rules.

E=Chooses to follow some, but not all, rules. Gains awareness of why rules 

exist. D=Can predict potential consequences, which may not influence 

behavior. P=Predicts and understands consequences, then makes concious 

choice. Shows awareness of personal accountability.

b. Make choices about behavior or activities when presented 

with alternatives.

E=Relies heavily on adult assistance. D=Appreciates adult assistance, begins 

to independently make choices. P=Can independently come up with 

alternative behavior/activities.

c. Control or appropriately express intense emotion most of the 

time.

E=Easily overwhelmed by big emotions, can calm with adult assistance. 

D=Starts to view the situation from another's perspective, sometimes acts 

impulsively. P=Often appropriately expresses big emotions, may fall apart 

under heavy stress.

10. Motor skills

a. Perform increasingly more sophisticated actions requiring 

eye-hand coordination.

E=Scribbles, often needs help to manipulate scissors. D=Uses scissors to 

messily cut shape, can string line of small beads. Fatigues easily with actions 

that require eye-hand coordination. P=Uses scissors to generally cut out a 

line, can accurately glue small collage. Uses primarily dominant hand.

b. Demonstrate increased ability to use skills requiring balance 

and/or large muscles

E=Prefers adult assistance while balancing, can clumsily catch/throw/kick. 

D=Increasing coordination/blance, can climb well and walk backwards. 

P=Skips, climbs, hops and runs with agility, improved balance.

Comments:
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c. Has an awareness of his/her body and personal space.

E=Still learning about body awareness and personal space. D=Gains 

awareness of personal body parts' movement, may be unaware of other 

things nearby. P=Demonstrates spatial awareness and usually respects 

others' "bubble."

11. Persistence and Attentiveness

a. Persist in meeting a challenge, despite distractions or 

frustrations.

E=Quick to ask for help. Focuses attention for short periods of time. 

D=Focuses with distractions/interuptions as long as activity is age-

appropriate/interesting.P=Often ignores distractions, shows tenacity.

b. Work on a task that extends over a period of time.

E=Can maintain interest in self-chosen task for short period of time. D=Works 

on a teacher-chosen activity for 5-10 minutes. P=Completes teacher-chosen 

tasks.

c. Try several methods to solve a problem before asking for 

assistance.

E=Prefers assistance. D=Tries 1-2 methods before asking for help. P=Tries at 

least 2 methods independently before asking for help.

d. Plan and achieve a goal.

E=Tends to think and react "in the moment." D=Begins setting and reaching 

goals, with assistance. P=Can independently set goals and follow a plan to 

achieve them.

13. Place-Based Skills.

a. Actively participates in school-based stewardship.

E=Participates with wandering attention. D=Eager to participate, may not 

understand the "why." P=Eager to participate and discusses future 

stewardship opportunities.

b. Respects teachers, others, self, and the environment.

E=Needs adult reminders to respect TOES (Teachers, Others, Environment, 

Self). D=Often respectful to some TOES, but not all. P=Regularly 

demonstrates respect to TOES.

c. Acts with kindness.

E=Shows kindness, may need reminders. D=Is kind, except in moments of 

heightened emotion. P=Regularly chooses kindness.

d. Actively participates in school-wide sustainability efforts.

E=Recycles, turns off water, composts, etc. when given a reminder. D=Often 

makes Earth-friendly choices, may need reminders. P=Regularly participates 

in sustainability efforts and begins developing critical thinking skills.

g. Builds positive emotional connections to the natural world.

E=Prefers being inside. D=Enjoys being outside. P=Shows curiosity about and 

wonder for the natural world.

Comments:

Comments:
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